Tips for Acknowledging NIH Grant Support in Your PMC Submissions

Dear Colleagues,

IS THE NEW PUBMED CENTRAL SYSTEM FOR GRANT SUPPORTED MANUSCRIPTS DRIVING YOU CRAZY? We’d like to help.

- PubMed Central is NIH’s archive of biomedical and life sciences journal literature.
- PubMed Central is a different archive system than PubMed, a service of the US National Library of Medicine
- All NIH-supported, refereed publications must be archived in PMC.
- Publishers may automatically send your manuscripts; if not, you must submit the paper.

Mentioning the grant(s) that supported your work in the acknowledgements section of a manuscript is not enough for a publisher to submit the paper for you or to ensure a paper is properly credited to a grant.

- Forms requesting deposit with PMC must be completed.
- You will interact with the system to approve the submission and ensure that the appropriate grants are acknowledged.

Want easy to follow details? Go here: http://www.nihms.nih.gov/help/#slideshow

**NIH Program Officers and Administrators track grants’ productivity through PMC!**

If CGAPS supported your manuscript through financial, data resources, consulting, or other intellectual support, please acknowledge CGAPS grant on PMC. Type in: Gene Brody (the CGAPS PI) and insert the grant number (P30 DA027827-01).

This can be done in addition to other grants that supported your manuscript if appropriate.

**Did You Know that multiple grants can be linked to a submission?**

- Once in the system to approve a manuscript you will see your own grants
- You can also type in the name of a PI on any grant and you will be able to acknowledge that person’s grants, even if the PI of that grant is not an author on your paper.

**Let us help!**

Help with CGAPS acknowledgement is available as a service to affiliated researchers. If you have any questions about using the PMCID system or acknowledging CGAPS, please email Ms. Eileen Neubaum-Carlan, the CGAPS Research Support Specialist, at eneubaum@uga.edu.